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INTRODUCTION

In the American struggle for social justice, public interest litigation has played an indisputably important role. Yet over the past three decades, critics from both the left and right have challenged its capacity to secure systemic change. The critiques have varied, but have centered on two basic claims. The first is that litigation cannot itself reform social institutions. The second related concern is that over-reliance on courts diverts effort from potentially more productive political strategies and disempowers the groups that lawyers are seeking to assist. The result is too much law and too little justice.

These critiques, although powerful in their analysis of the limits of litigation, have generally failed to adequately acknowledge its contributions and the complex ways in which legal proceedings can support political mobilization. Against the examples of lawyer domination, there are competing accounts of client empowerment and community-directed lawsuits. Even as liberal critics have disparaged reliance on courts, conservative activists have enlisted them in efforts to block or roll back progressive change.

This Article seeks to situate the debate over public interest litigation in a richer theoretical and empirical context. In essence, our argument is that such litigation is an imperfect but indispensable strategy of social change. Our challenge is to increase its effectiveness through better understanding of its capacities and constraints.


To that end, we draw on two bodies of work: research on law and social change, and research on social philanthropy. The first literature offers a detailed empirical and theoretical picture of how lawyers mobilize law to change institutional rules and redistribute power. In its empirical dimension, this research explores the ideals and practices of public interest lawyers and how their strategies are informed by where they work—non-profit public interest organizations, large firm pro bono programs, plaintiff-side law firms, and law school clinics. In its theoretical dimension, this literature draws on the sociology of law and social movements to explore the interplay between legal proceedings and political mobilization. A second body of work, which focuses on strategic philanthropy, holds important insights for how public interest organizations and pro bono programs can most effectively direct their social reform efforts.

We draw a number of lessons from this research. The first is that litigation, although a necessary strategy of social change, is never sufficient; it cannot effectively work in isolation from other mobilization efforts. Second, money matters: how public interest law is financed affects the kinds of cases that can be pursued and their likely social impact. A deeper understanding of financial constraints and opportunities in different practice contexts is therefore critical to effective reform. A third key insight is the importance of systematic evaluation. Only through more reflective assessments of the impact of litigation can we realize its full potential in pursuit of social justice.

Any discussion of these issues confronts a threshold definitional issue: what constitutes public interest litigation. The concept of the “public interest” is contested at the level of both theory and practice. Commentators differ over whether there are widely shared criteria for assessing the public’s interest as well as whether any particular case meets the definition.

4. STUART A. SCHEINGOLD & AUSTIN SARAT, SOMETHING TO BELIEVE IN: POLITICS, PROFESSIONALISM, AND CAUSE LAWYERING 3 (2004); see also CAUSE LAWYERING: POLITICAL COMMITMENTS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES, supra note 1.


6. SCHEINGOLD & SARAT, supra note 4, at 5-7.

Our point here is not to revisit that debate, but rather to suggest that it needs to become part of the process for evaluating social impact litigation. Lawyers who pursue what they consider “public interest” work need concrete criteria for assessing its impact and justifying their priorities. In many contexts, there may be no single “right” answer about what advances social justice but there are better and worse ways of analyzing the question.

I. LAW AND SOCIAL CHANGE

A. Litigation and Its Discontents

The role of law as an instrument of social change rests on a fundamental assumption about its relative autonomy from politics: decision makers are to some extent bound by legal rules irrespective of their political consequences. Although the degree of judicial autonomy varies across contexts, it provides the leverage that public interest lawyers seek to exploit. Litigation is a key strategy for protecting the rights and enlarging the power of subordinated groups, particularly when other channels of influence are unavailable. Groups hobbled by discrimination or collective action problems may turn to courts as allies in the struggle for social justice.

The public interest law movement that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s advanced this vision of court-centered social change, drawing on models from civil rights and civil liberties groups, particularly the test-case strategy of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund. Early litigation victories brought status and resources to developing public interest organizations, which enlisted courts in progressive social reform. A number of structural factors encouraged this strategy: a federal judiciary receptive to civil rights claims; centralized administrative agencies susceptible to re-

8. Abel, supra note 1, at 1.
form through impact lawsuits; and a system of welfare entitlements open to enforcement and expansion. It was, in part, the very success of public interest litigation that threatened its structural foundations. Courthouse victories fueled a conservative reaction seeking to limit federal authority over civil rights and civil liberties, economic and environmental regulation, and social welfare. As the right gained power in the 1980s and 1990s, national governance structures were reshaped. An increasingly conservative federal judiciary became less hospitable to the claims of liberal public interest groups. Federal agencies, long criticized as inefficient and unaccountable, lost authority in the trend toward decentralization and deregulation. Core federal entitlements, particularly those involving welfare, were curtailed. These structural changes foreclosed litigation opportunities for liberal public interest organizations at the federal level, while opening the door to claims by the growing number of conservative advocacy groups. In addition, public interest lawyers faced new procedural and financial constraints: Congress prevented federally-funded legal services lawyers from bringing class actions, lobbying, collecting attorney’s fees, and engaging in political advocacy; the Supreme Court limited attorney’s fee awards in civil rights and environmental cases; and some states capped attorney’s fees and damage awards, and restricted the ability of law school clinics to undertake controversial cases.

This backlash coincided with a scholarly critique of public interest law, which came largely from the left. One strand of criticism questioned the efficacy of litigation strategies. It drew on empirical research to demonstrate the inadequacy of law reform as a vehicle of social change. Joel Handler’s assessment of public interest law concluded that litigation alone could not reform field-level practice in the consumer, environmental, civil rights, and welfare rights arenas due to the exercise of vast administrative discretion—what he called the “bureaucratic contingency.”

---


15. Southworth, supra note 7.


17. HANDLER, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, supra note 11, at 18-22.
effective producers of significant social reform” because of their dependence on other political institutions and their lack of enforcement powers.\(^{18}\)

A second critique emphasized the tradeoffs between litigation and political mobilization. Stuart Scheingold famously warned against the “myth of rights,” which diverted attention from the political roots of social problems.\(^{19}\) On this view, litigation drained scarce movement resources, created confusion between “symbolic” and “substantive” victories, and co-opted potential movement leaders by paying them off with monetary awards. Critical legal scholars further argued that reframing collective grievances in terms of individual rights dissipated collective political energy. Even when litigants prevailed, the result was to legitimize a fundamentally unjust social and legal order.\(^{20}\) For these critics, collective political struggle was the only effective way to challenge structural inequality.\(^{21}\)

A third line of criticism revolved around issues of accountability. In one of the most influential expressions of this concern, Derrick Bell challenged the NAACP’s school desegregation campaign. In his view, the NAACP’s commitment to desegregation—supported by its middle-class white and black constituents—ignored the preferences of black communities for local control and quality initiatives in neighborhood schools.\(^{22}\) Poverty law scholars in the 1990s, incorporating insights from critical race theory and feminist scholarship, extended this analysis by focusing on the marginalization of clients in traditional litigation strategies.\(^{23}\)

### B. Beyond Critique: The Pragmatic Turn in Law and Social Change Scholarship

The critique of rights associated with first-wave public interest law partly reflected disillusionment with its failure to achieve transformational

---


change. With time and scholarly distance have come new approaches to understanding the relationship between law and social reform. These approaches reflect varied theoretical and empirical frameworks, but share a pragmatic focus. They start from the premise that litigation has limits, but go on to question how it can best advance social justice. In essence, this literature addresses the tradeoffs of different forms of activism—including litigation—in different social contexts and practice sites. Its key claims are that: (1) litigation is a political tool that, when used strategically, can stimulate meaningful change and complement other political efforts; (2) whether litigation “works” or not must be judged in relation to available alternatives; and (3) in order to evaluate the social change potential of litigation in a given circumstance, it is necessary to examine the conditions—political, economic, cultural, and organizational—within which a lawsuit operates.

1. Law as Politics

Recent scholarly efforts to reassess what lawyers can “do for, and to” social movements tend to offer more positive accounts of impact litigation.24 This research sees law as politics by another name, and links courtroom battles to political mobilization and community organizing. In these accounts, litigation is shaped by clients and community activists and the objective is political transformation, not doctrinal victory.25

This is not, of course, a new conceptualization. Three decades ago, Handler underscored both the direct and indirect ways that legal claims shape social movements.26 During the same era, Gary Bellow advanced a “focused case” strategy in combination with community organizing and legislative advocacy.27 Throughout this period, labor lawyers similarly saw litigation as a means of advancing the cause of unionization.28 What contemporary research offers is a deeper theoretical and empirical foundation for integrating legal advocacy and political mobilization.

At the theoretical level, William Simon has proposed a model of lawyering that promotes flexibility, transparency, evaluation, and inclusive par-

ticipation in institutional decision-making processes. While he raises questions about the winner-take-all approach of traditional impact strategies, he believes that litigation, when combined with inclusive political processes, can be put to pragmatic ends. For example, when deployed strategically, lawsuits can destabilize entrenched institutional structures and subject them to greater accountability. From a social science perspective, Michael McCann argues for a constitutive understanding of the role of law in social transformation. That approach moves beyond a causal analysis of the relationship between court decisions and social outcomes, and instead traces the complex processes by which law shapes social meaning and informs individual and collective action. For example, a lawsuit that receives widespread attention may raise public consciousness and stimulate movement activity by revealing the vulnerability of structural arrangements that once seemed impervious to change. Even lawsuits unsuccessful in the courts may generate public outrage that spurs political action. From this perspective, judicial decisions are not simply legal decrees, but also social signals that are channeled into collective movements. Similarly, legal action may allow activists to leverage gains by putting specific issues on the public agenda and threatening to impose litigation costs if decision makers fail to find political solutions. Assessing the animal rights movement, McCann finds that “[w]hen carefully coordinated with demonstrations, pranks, and other media events, high-profile litigation worked as a double-barreled threat—at once mobilizing public opinion against targeted ‘abusers’ and threatening both costly legal proceedings and possible defeats in court.” Austin Sarat and Stuart Scheingold, who have led a path-breaking investigation into cause lawyering over the past decade, have similarly concluded that in the right circumstances, lawyers can make “seminal contributions to the building of social movements.”

31. McCann & Silverstein, supra note 1, at 269.
35. Id.
36. Sarat & Scheingold, supra note 24, at 10; see also CAUSE LAWYERING: POLITICAL COMMITMENTS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES supra note 1; CAUSE LAWYERING AND THE STATE IN A GLOBAL ERA (Austin Sarat & Stuart Scheingold eds., 2001); CAUSE LAW-
Empirical research on public interest lawyers suggests that they often view their work as complementing and contributing to political mobilization. McCann and Helena Silverstein’s study of the pay-equity and animal rights movements found that lawyers generally did not view lawsuits as “ends in themselves” and were “committed to encouraging, enhancing, and supplementing” movement activity.37 Similarly, Ann Southworth’s study of civil rights and poverty lawyers found that both groups saw litigation as part of multi-dimensional strategies.38 Many perceived lawsuits as “political assets” that could provoke legislative reform, discourage future wrongdoing, and mobilize community participation.39 In the same vein, Cummings’ project on low-wage worker advocacy in Los Angeles has examined lawyers who view legal advocacy as part of a comprehensive campaign that deploys multiple strategies to advance local policy reforms to strengthen labor rights.40

Rhode’s recent empirical study of prominent public interest organizations confirms that their leaders generally recognize the need to think strategically and to pursue multiple approaches.41 Litigation remains important, but it is used strategically in tandem with other initiatives.42 Some 90% of leading public interest legal organizations bring impact cases, and nearly half devote at least 50% of their efforts to such work.43 These lawsuits often attempt to maximize effectiveness by targeting practices that require systemic reform.44 Objectives apart from winning can be critical, such as making a public record, raising awareness, or imposing sufficient costs and delays that will force defendants to adopt more socially responsi-

37. McCann & Silverstein, supra note 1, at 269.
39. Id. at 470.
40. Cummings, Wal-Mart, supra note 2, at 1985-88; see also Scott L. Cummings, Hemmed In: Legal Mobilization in the Anti-Sweatshop Movement, 26 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. (forthcoming 2009) (on file with author) [hereinafter Cummings, Hemmed In].
41. Rhode, Public Interest Law, supra note 3, at 2046.
42. The typical effort devoted to litigation fell from 60% of total workload in 1975 to 51% in 2007; during the same period, the typical amount of legislative work increased from 7% to 17% and research, reports, education, and media activities grew from 12% to 265. Id. at 2047-48. However, because the figures from 2007 come from a different sample of organizations than the 1975 study, the change reflects broad trends not precise comparisons.
43. Id.
44. Id. at 2046; see also id. at 2046 n.101 (citing interviews with Carole Shauffer, Youth Law Center, Brian Stevenson, Equal Justice Initiative, and Tod Gaziano, Heritage Found.).
ble practices. Many leaders stress the need to maintain litigation as a “credible threat,” but also to avoid a “scattergun” approach that would “spread [resources] too thin” for structural change.

2. Relative Efficacy

An important premise of the critique of litigation is that political mobilization, such as organizing and social activism, is generally more effective in producing long-term change. Reforms that come through the legislative process may appear more legitimate than those that come through courts. So too, political mobilization can create the ongoing citizen engagement that is crucial to sustain, consolidate, and build on victories. For this reason, scholars have raised concerns about what Orly Lobel calls “legal cooperation”—the tendency of legal strategies to dissipate activism and limit a movement’s transformative potential.

The more pragmatic approach to law and social change, however, suggests that the limits of litigation cannot be assessed in a vacuum. It is, of course, true that—under certain circumstances—litigation may divert activists from sustained mobilization or result in decisions that are susceptible to political reversal. But so can political strategies. A key insight of the recent literature is that evaluations of litigation always need to consider the risks and feasibility of alternatives. Sometimes political strategies are not realistic options because of the strength of the opposition. Even when political strategies are possible, they are not always superior to litigation. Scholars often assume that political mobilization continues over time, but movements are frequently episodic. When successful, they often culminate in legislative actions that can sometimes trigger backlash. Thus, statutory reforms no less than judicial orders are vulnerable to strategic reinterpretation, deliberate non-enforcement, and political reversals. For instance, the crowning achievement of the labor movement in the 1930s—the Na-

45. Id. at 2046-47; see also id. at 2047 n.102 (quoting Anthony Romero, ACLU, regarding the value in making historical record, and Carl Pope, Sierra Club, regarding the value in taking cases to create delay and thus force a shift to more environmentally responsive approaches).

46. Id. at 2047-48; see also id. at 2048 n.103 (quoting references to “credible threats” from Brian Wolfman, Public Citizen; Richard Rothschild, Western Center on Law & Poverty; Irma Herrera, Equal Rights Advocates; and Carole Shauffer, Youth Law Center; concerns about “scattergun” approaches from Jamine Studley, Public Advocates; and references to “spreading too thin” from Barbara Olshansky, Center for Constitutional Rights).

47. Lobel, supra note 19, at 949.

48. See Edwin Amenta & Neal Caren, The Legislative, Organizational, and Beneficiary Consequences of State-Oriented Challengers, in The Blackwell Companion to Social Movements 461 (David A. Snow et al., eds., 2004); Lobel, supra note 19, at 939; see also Gordon, supra note 28, at 277-78.
tional Labor Relations Act—has been consistently eroded through judicial decree, legislative amendment, and administrative interpretation. In short, the legitimacy of a law resulting from democratic processes does not insulate it from subsequent political challenge. This is particularly true when the law benefits a less powerful group. Moreover, in some situations, legal strategies can prove highly effective in changing social practice, as when the rights at issue are relatively self-executing and do not require substantial administrative enforcement. Judicial decrees mandating gay marriage are a case in point.

What the recent literature suggests, therefore, is that the effectiveness of litigation in any given situation depends on a range of complex, contextual factors, and must be evaluated in relation to plausible alternatives. Although, as Scheingold warned, activists must avoid mythologizing rights, so too they must avoid romanticizing political activism.

3. Opportunities and Constraints

Focusing on the potential contributions of litigation—not just its limits—invites analysis of the conditions that shape effective litigation strategies. Law and social movement scholars, in particular, have emphasized political and organizational structures that influence the development and impact of legal efforts. Sarat and Scheingold have labeled this dynamic the “structure-agency problematic”—the interaction between structural “opportunities and constraints” and the actions of individual agents, like lawyers, who can sometimes alter the structural terrain. The organizational level—where lawyers work—shapes norms, defines missions, and imposes resource constraints.

Scholars associated with the political process school of social movements emphasize the importance of the “political opportunity structure” in generating movement activities, defining the range of tactics, and identifying goals. Formal political institutions constitute the key structural ele-

50. Indeed, Gordon’s recent work on the UFW suggests that legislative victories, such as the passage of the California Agricultural Labor Relations Act in 1975, are “at least as vulnerable to subversion as their judge-made cousins, given their highly public and—in comparison with litigation victories—often potentially more far-reaching character.” Gordon, supra note 28, at 289.
51. Austin Sarat & Stuart Scheingold, The Dynamics of Cause Lawyering: Constraints and Opportunities, in The Worlds that Cause Lawyers Make, supra note 36, at 4-5.
ment, and their degree of centralization shapes both the possibility for intervention and the ability of the state to meet movement demands. These institutions have the power to reward or sanction movement activities: policy makers can increase the cost of challengers’ collective action through repression or assist it through political support. The legal regime shapes the political context both in the sense that it offers an institutional forum for attacking injustice and provides symbolic resources like “rights” for movement activists. A key incentive for movement actors, then, is the emergence of opportunities within the institutional structure that invite challenges. For litigators, these opportunities include a receptive judiciary and statutory or doctrinal developments that allow for systemic change.

Whether a movement can take advantage of such opportunities depends on its access to resources and its ability to marshal them in pursuit of collective goals. Organizations therefore mediate the relationship between legal action and the broader political environment. Resources are necessary not only to overcome the free-rider problem faced by groups seeking to provide collective goods, but also to sustain organizational activity in pursuit of movement goals. Resources often come with strings attached, which both enables and channels movement activities. For example, some public interest legal organizations report that foundations are reluctant to fund litigation, and prefer new “hot” projects promising demonstrable outcomes. Federally-funded legal services organizations are constrained by statutory restrictions. Groups dependent on attorney’s fees must gear their activities toward revenue-generating cases.

How resources are mobilized depends, in part, on an organization’s governance structure and priorities, which reflect both formal rules and infor-

---

mobilization, see also Steven E. Barkan, Legal Control of the Southern Civil Rights Movement, 49 AM. SOC. REV. 552 (1984).
53. Kriesi, supra note 52, at 70.
54. Id. at 78.
57. Handler, Down from Bureaucracy, supra note 13, at 20.
59. See Edwards & McCarthy, supra note 58, at 135.
60. Rhode, Public Interest Law, supra note 3, at 2056-57.
mal norms. Groups that operate through staff consensus and loose oversight from a board of directors may have more freedom to allocate resources than institutions subject to more hierarchical decision making, such as large law firms. Organizations may place more or less value on collaboration, political purity, community participation, and public recognition. How these contextual factors play out within public interest organizations—and interact with external opportunities—shapes the frequency and impact of public interest litigation.

C. Lessons for Contemporary Public Interest Litigation

The law and social change literature suggests several key lessons for public interest practice. A central theme is that the effective use of litigation requires a strategic analysis of the forces that shape its outcome, including organizational capacity, the likelihood of success on the merits, the challenges of enforcement, and the possible political responses. This strategic analysis should be informed by two considerations. The first relates to how lawyers can maximize the political impact of litigation. Litigation typically works best when it is strategically embedded in broader political campaigns that help define litigation goals and enforce legal mandates. The second consideration involves which lawyers are most capable of bringing litigation in different circumstances. The way that legal groups are structured affects the content and scope of their litigation dockets—both in terms of the types of substantive cases they can file and the resources they can marshal. It is crucial, therefore, to understand the opportunities and constraints of distinct public interest workplace settings in order to assess when litigation can best serve particular social justice causes.

1. Litigation Integrated with Political Mobilization

A key lesson from law and social change research is the importance of situating litigation within broader political campaigns—of using it as means to an end, rather than an end in itself. Unlike early models of public interest litigation in which lawyers looked for test cases that could establish important principles, this approach explores multiple strategies from the outset, including not just lawsuits but also policy, organizing, and media initiatives. Litigation is attractive only if it is the most effective means of advancing broader objectives. Lawyers do not always take the lead in making that determination, but frequently “appear as supporting players rather than main characters, seeking to help organizations build the power needed
to achieve their goals.\textsuperscript{61} This role does not eliminate concerns about accountability, but rather changes their tenor. For instance, commentators note the tensions between lawyers’ obligations to clients and the demands of organizing campaigns.\textsuperscript{62} And schisms within community groups can make it difficult to determine which stakeholders legitimately speak for the community.\textsuperscript{63} Nonetheless, proponents of politically integrated litigation believe that these tensions are a normal byproduct of movement activity and can usually be managed by setting clear expectations at the outset of campaigns. Moreover, the costs of reconciling competing interests are generally offset by the political benefits of coordination.

A growing number of examples across different substantive fields suggest the potential of linking litigation to other forms of advocacy. In the environmental context, some national legal groups stress the importance of addressing issues in a “campaign mode” that combines litigation and other advocacy strategies.\textsuperscript{64} Environmental justice lawyers have effectively used litigation, or the threat of litigation, in conjunction with grassroots organizing to prevent low-income communities of color from bearing the burden of environmental hazards.\textsuperscript{65}

The gay rights movement has also developed sophisticated linkages between legal and non-legal advocacy.\textsuperscript{66} In California, the struggle for same-sex marriage has demonstrated the multiple ways that activists have tried to use litigation to both establish rights and to ignite support for political efforts. There, a 2000 statewide initiate defining marriage as between “a man and a woman” was challenged when San Francisco mayor Gavin Newsom authorized city officials to issue marriage licenses to gay couples. When anti-gay rights groups filed suit to stop the marriages, San Francisco responded by challenging the legality of the prohibition. Gay couples and gay rights organizations like Equality California—represented by lawyers from the National Center for Lesbian Rights, the Lambda Legal Defense

\textsuperscript{62} See, e.g., Cummings, Hemmed In, supra note 40, at 19-20.
\textsuperscript{63} Cummings, Wal Mart, supra note 2, at 1991-97.
\textsuperscript{64} See Scott L. Cummings, The Internationalization of Public Interest Law, 57 DUKE L.J. 891, 1016 (2008).
\textsuperscript{66} See QUEER MOBILIZATIONS: LGBT ACTIVISTS CONFRONT THE LAW (Scott Barclay, et al. eds., 2009); Scott Barclay & Shauna Fisher, Cause Lawyers in the First Wave of Same Sex Marriage Litigation, in CAUSE LAWYERS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, supra note 12, at 84; Scott Barclay & Anna Marie Marshall, Supporting a Cause, Developing a Movement, and Supporting a Practice: Cause Lawyers and Sexual Orientation Litigation in Vermont, in THE WORLDS THAT CAUSE LAWYERS MAKE, supra note 36, at 171.
and Education Fund, and the ACLU—filed additional lawsuits arguing that the ban on gay marriage violated the state constitution. In May 2008, the California Supreme Court held that gay marriage was a constitutional right, reversing the 2000 initiative, but provoking opponents to launch another anti-gay marriage initiative: Proposition 8. When Proposition 8 passed in November of 2008, amending the state constitution to prevent gay marriage, it drew national attention and galvanized gay rights activists. They again filed suit to overturn Proposition 8 on the ground that it constituted a revision to the state constitution, which required a two-thirds vote of the legislature. The California Supreme Court rejected the challenge, but gay rights groups used the announcement of the court’s decision to stage large rallies and mobilize supporters, setting the stage for another effort to reverse Proposition 8 through political channels.

The workers’ rights movement has also provided important examples of integrated political and legal campaigns. Cummings’s study of anti-Wal Mart activism in Los Angeles is a case in point. In that campaign, a labor-backed community group mounted a “site fight” to prevent the passage of a city initiative that would have approved the development of a Wal-Mart Supercenter in Inglewood. As part of the fight, the group’s lawyers filed a pre-election lawsuit to halt the initiative process, arguing that it violated the state constitution. The labor activists understood at the outset that their chances of blocking the initiative before the scheduled city-wide vote were slim, given existing legal precedent. However, they proceeded with the lawsuit in order to undermine the initiative’s legitimacy by highlighting the way that it preempted the local land use and environmental laws that typically govern such developments. Thus, the lawsuit was brought mainly for its public education and organizing impact. And in fact, its filing generated substantial media attention that allowed the activists to get out their message that Wal-Mart saw itself as “above the law.” This proved to be a powerful theme: although most community members had initially supported the Supercenter on economic grounds, the lawsuit helped to turn public opinion around and contributed to the initiative’s defeat.

Sameer Ashar’s account of restaurant worker organizing in New York provides a similar example. There, workers were organized by the union-backed Restaurant Opportunities Center of New York (ROC-NY), which sought to target abuses at high-end chain restaurants in order to set new industry standards. In one prominent campaign, ROC-NY collaborated with the CUNY Law School clinical program to represent “back-of-the-house”

workers who had been denied minimum wage and overtime payments. The litigation was specifically designed to advance broader industry-wide reform objectives and proceeded in tandem with public boycotts of the restaurants and a sophisticated media campaign. The result was an innovative settlement agreement that not only awarded unpaid wages, but also instituted policy changes involving paid vacations, sick leave, and some measure of job security.69

Just as litigation has promoted collective action in the workers’ rights context, it has also been used to shield worker organizing from repressive responses. The use of litigation to protect activists punished for engaging in civil disobedience has a long tradition in the civil rights, antiwar, and labor movements. In the context of day labor organizing, litigation has been necessary to strike down laws criminalizing the very act of seeking work. Over the last ten years, a number of localities in California have passed ordinances making it illegal to congregate in public for the purpose of soliciting work, on the ground that such activities constitute a public nuisance. In response, activists from the National Day Laborer Organizing Network have launched protest campaigns, but have also strategically enlisted public interest lawyers from the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund and the ACLU to challenge anti-solicitation ordinances on First Amendment grounds.70 These suits have resulted in courts striking down ordinances in Los Angeles County, Redondo Beach, and Glendale, thus preserving the ability of day laborers to earn a living.71

The workers’ rights movement has also witnessed innovative efforts to combine litigation and organizing to promote enforcement of legal protections. One of the most prominent enforcement campaigns grew out of activism in the Los Angeles garment industry in the late 1990s, during a time when nearly two-thirds of the city’s garment contractors were violating wage-and-hour regulations—underpaying workers by over $70 million per year.72 A group of lawyers from the Asian Pacific American Legal Center initiated an impact litigation campaign targeting prominent manufacturers and retailers who controlled, and benefited from, sweatshop contractors. The resulting public outrage supported policy and grassroots organizing efforts, which in turn led to the enactment of state legislation holding gar-

69. Id. at 1916.
71. Id. at 493-95.
ment manufacturers liable for abuses by their sweatshop contractors. The activists knew that the law’s passage would not automatically end labor abuse without a strong enforcement effort. To promote legal compliance, they therefore established the Garment Worker Center, which provided direct assistance to individual workers filing wage-and-hour claims pro se and referred workers with more complicated cases to lawyers for full representation. The goal was both to keep pressure on garment contractors to comply with the law and to promote further community activism. However, activists found that even with this stepped up enforcement program, employers were still refusing to pay, betting that the time, expense, and aggravation of enforcing judgments would cause workers to settle for less than they were owed. In the face of such resistance, another group of lawyers, with seed money from the Echoing Green Foundation, founded the Wage Justice Center, a project dedicated solely to enforcing judgments in the garment industry and other low-wage sectors. With the goal of giving “low-income workers the same power to collect their wages as commercial entities have to collect their claims against other businesses,” the Center has taken low-wage worker cases on referral and successfully pursued collection strategies borrowed from business litigation. Although these efforts have by no means eliminated enforcement challenges in the garment sector, they show how lawyers and activists can use multiple tactics to mount a coordinated response.

2. Litigation Across Diverse Practice Sites

The second lesson from the literature on law and social change relates to the way money influences legal advocacy. Although funding constraints are most explicit in the context of federal support for civil legal assistance, they operate across all practice sites, and shape the dockets of public interest organizations, law firm pro bono programs, private public interest law firms, and law school clinical programs. Understanding these constraints enables us to think strategically about which organizations offer the most promising contexts for different types of cases.

73. Cummings, Hemmed In, supra note 40.
74. Id. (referring to a report stating that, five years after the law’s enactment, workers were recovering on average less than one-third of the total amount of unpaid wages and seldom were receiving any liquidated damages or penalties authorized by statute).
a. Legal Services

No public interest institution has been more vulnerable to funding restrictions than the federal legal services program. The political backlash to the early law reform agenda of the legal services program brought significant budget cuts that resulted in a 50% decline in federal funding for legal aid between 1980 and 2003. In addition, the government has steadily curtailed the advocacy of legal services lawyers by prohibiting an array of activities, including most lobbying and organizing efforts, class action and fee-generating lawsuits, representation of prisoners and undocumented individuals, and litigation related to welfare reform. Most drastically, this legislation prohibited lawyers in federally funded organizations from using non-federal funds to engage in any of the banned activities.

The impact of these restrictions has been dramatic. Some organizations chose to forgo federal aid to avoid the restrictions and many legal aid lawyers left organizations that continued to receive federal funds. Until the recent recession, overall financial support for civil legal aid remained relatively stable due to the increase in funding from other sources, such as Interest on Lawyer Trust Accounts, foundation grants, and private lawyer contributions. However, the reliance on these revenue sources has increased the time and effort that legal aid programs need to devote to fundraising at the expense of other substantive activities. The diversification of funding sources has also required programs to structure activities in ways that will attract private or foundation support, sometimes at the expense of more urgent programmatic priorities. Moreover, the reduction of federal support has made legal services to the poor deeply vulnerable to market fluctuations, reducing aid at precisely the moments that low-income people...
need it the most—a problem underscored by the current economic down-

By design, the substantive restrictions on legal services advocacy have
undermined the effectiveness of legal services programs in bringing impact
litigation or engaging in political tactics likely to result in systemic reform.
In particular, the restriction on class actions and fee-generating cases pre-
vents legal services lawyers from pursuing large-scale resource-intensive
lawsuits, while withdrawing an important bargaining chip against defend-
ants who can litigate without the threat of a large fee payout. Proposed
federal legislation would increase funding for legal services back to 1980
levels and remove many of the programmatic restrictions, including the ban
on class actions and attorney’s fees.83 Without such reforms, federally-
funded legal aid organizations will remain severely constrained in efforts to
pursue systemic justice through litigation.

b. Pro Bono

The decline in the federal legal services program has been met by the
rise in pro bono—indeed, the two have been sometimes linked. Opponents
of the reformist agenda of legal services championed pro bono as an acceptable
alternative, knowing that it would not pose a comparable threat to business inter-
ests. This linkage was codified in the early 1980s in a program known as “pri-

cific attorney involvement,” which earmarks a portion of federal funding to
programs that recruit and train pro bono volunteers. As a result, the num-
ber of such programs over the past quarter century has increased from
about fifty to roughly 900, and lawyer participation constitutes an estimated
one-quarter to one-third of full-time equivalent lawyer staff within the en-
tire U.S. civil legal aid system.84

Other factors also have encouraged expansion of the pro bono system,
including the growth of large firms, which contributed over 3.5 million
hours of pro bono services in 2005 (up nearly 80% from 1998); the support
of the organized bar for increased pro bono in response to declining federal
resources; the emergence of media ranking structures, which make contri-
bution levels more transparent and more important in recruitment and pub-
lic relations; the growing use of unpaid cases to train associates as mentor-

82. See Marcia Coyle, FDIC, Heeding Attorneys, Heads off a Potential IOLTA Disaster,
NAT’L L.J., Dec. 1, 2008; Bill Myers, Economic Collapse Will Affect Legal Aid to Poor,

83. See Brennan Center for Justice, Civil Access to Justice Act of 2009,

84. Rebecca L. Sandefur, Lawyers’ Pro Bono Service and American-Style Civil Legal
ing in paid work declines; and the cultural pressure for firms to give back during periods of financial success. The recent economic downturn has also encouraged many large firms to expand their programs as a way to provide valuable professional experiences for lawyers or new recruits who lack sufficient paid work.

The rise of pro bono as a delivery structure creates a distinct set of opportunities and constraints for public interest litigation. Law firm pro bono programs are able to take on cases where federally funded legal services programs cannot, and have the resources to handle complex, discovery-intensive lawsuits that would overwhelm the staffs of nonprofit groups. Law firms also underwrite litigation that supplements legal services in key areas such as immigration and civil rights. Yet the reliance on pro bono efforts also raises important distributional and quality concerns. Certain categories of cases are less likely to receive attention because of firms’ bottom-line considerations. In particular, positional conflicts of interest often prevent firms from taking cases that could antagonize corporate clients. Thus, labor, employment, and consumer claims are unlikely to receive significant support from firms that regularly defend business clients in these areas. Legal services and public interest groups that rely on volunteers may find that difficult clients and unpopular causes too often fall through the cracks. In joking with his firm’s managing partners about the issue, one lawyer catalogued all the cases against powerful business and government clients that positional conflict policies prevented and concluded, “pretty soon the only people we are going to be able to represent are the poor against other poor people.”

85. Cummings, The Politics of Pro Bono, supra note 5, at 5; see also Steven A. Boutcher, The Institutionalization of Pro Bono in Large Law Firms: Trends and Variation Across the AmLaw 200, in PRIVATE LAWYERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST, supra note 5.
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Another significant constraint involves the inability of most pro bono lawyers to connect cases to broader social reform or political organizing efforts. Few of these lawyers have the time to gain the substantive expertise and familiarity with the major players in the field that are necessary to meet the long-range goals of client groups. Rather, firm lawyers often use pro bono cases to *train themselves.* There is, of course, an irony in this: underserved clients are asked to accept pro bono lawyers seeking to hone their skills, which are then deployed on behalf of private clients, often in the pursuit of contrary ends.

c. Private Public Interest Law Firms

When public interest groups are unable to find large firm pro bono assistance in impact litigation, they frequently turn to smaller plaintiff-side firms, which rely on attorney’s fees to underwrite their services. These private public interest law firms have positioned themselves as an alternate site for “doing well by doing good.” They support resource-intensive impact litigation that nonprofit groups cannot afford to pursue on their own, and that large firm pro bono programs will not pursue because of conflicts of interest. No systematic data on these firms are available, but some evidence suggests that they have grown in number. Handler and his colleagues identified approximately twenty private firms in the late 1970s.91 A recent compilation of private public interest and plaintiff’s firms put the number at over 200.92 Although this recent list includes firms involved in personal injury and commercial matters, the majority pursue cases that have analogues in the non-profit sector, such as employment and civil rights.93

The evolution of private public interest law firms reflects distinctive structural opportunities and constraints. On the opportunity side, the use of the class action form and the availability of fee-shifting statutes and contingency fees have permitted cause-oriented lawyers to build powerful litigation practices around issues such as employment and housing discrimination, wage-and-hour violations, human rights, and police abuse. For many of these attorneys, private practice avoids the problems associated with


93. Cummings & Southworth, *Between Profit and Principle,* supra note 5, at 19. Other common specialties involve environmental and consumer law. *Id.*
some nonprofit organizations, such as low salaries, fundraising obligations, the lack of training, and scarce resources for large-scale litigation.  

Another important advantage of private public interest firms is autonomy. In studies of such firms, lawyers often emphasize the ability to set their own priorities as one of the most attractive features of their practice. For instance, lawyers at the Washington, D.C.-based Bernabei & Katz started their civil rights firm in order to “maximize discretion to select cases” consistent with their own political goals. The desire for such autonomy seems true of lawyers on the right as well as left. Southworth’s study of socially conservative and libertarian lawyers found that small firm practice accommodated individuals who wanted “practices reflecting their political commitments.”

Yet the autonomy of lawyers in private public interest firms is also constrained by financial imperatives, which often force tradeoffs between mission and money. These firms are typically small, often less than ten lawyers, and risky, because they generally lack a stable of repeat clients. Many struggle financially, and the unpredictability in revenue streams constrains their ability to handle more than a few large-scale cases or matters outside the most profitable fields. To be sure, many firms hedge financially riskier cases against ones that promise a strong likelihood of recovery, leaving some room for cases on behalf of low-income clients. However, the constant concern about fee generation creates incentives to screen out meritorious but low-value cases. In this sense, the litigation agenda of private public interest firms is driven by the delicate balance between profit and principle, which different firms handle in different ways. Some pursue only work that partners believe in—and sacrifice income to do so. The lawyers at Bernabei & Katz—which accepted civil rights, civil liberties, employment discrimination, whistleblower, and prisoners’ rights claims—refused to take cases for purely financial reasons and paid its attorneys on a nonprofit scale. Many firms, however, supplement their mission-driven work with other matters that are at least consistent with their commitments, if not their priorities. Still other firms take cases that do not further any

---

94. See Rhode, Public Interest Law, supra note 3, at 2059-60.
95. Scheingold & Sarat, supra note 4, at 88.
98. Katz & Bernabei, supra note 96.
core values but subsidize other work that does. 99 Resource constraints shape the course as well as type of litigation. Some private public interest firm attorneys report being financially outmatched by large firm opponents, which can skew strategic and settlement decisions. 100

Finally, these firms’ dependence on the private market works against innovative high risk efforts and the development of strong ties to political movements. Although private public interest firms do sometimes take pro bono work, their economic model is generally inconsistent with pursuing claims primarily for their impact on organizing or policy campaigns. As a result, these firms are unlikely to be tightly integrated with, and accountable to, social movements. Lawyers in private public interest firms therefore confront an important tradeoff: although they generally remain free of government and foundation influence, they are dependent on paid work in ways that may limit political collaboration and risk-taking.

d. Law School Clinics

Law school clinics constitute another important (and under-explored) site of public interest litigation. The clinical movement, which began in tandem with public interest law in the 1970s, occupies a paradoxical space within law schools: firmly institutionalized but frequently marginalized. Its institutional presence is powerful: in 1999, the AALS Section on Clinical Legal Education’s database showed 183 law schools with clinics staffed by over 1700 professors. 101 A recent study by the Center for the Study of Applied Legal Education found that there were over 800 in-house, live client clients in U.S. law schools, in areas that cut across a range of substantive public interest issues including children’s rights, immigration, housing, human rights, disability, employment, civil rights, consumer, family, and environmental law. 102 Clinical programs have thus developed into substantial providers of legal services. And the pressure to expand these programs is strong. Law students generally report receiving great value from their clinical experiences and law schools recognize the need for courses that will attract top students interested in experiential learning and public ser-

100. Cummings, The Politics of Pro Bono, supra note 5, at 134.
101. Margaret Martin Barry et al., Clinical Education for This Millennium: The Third Wave, 7 CLINICAL L. REV. 1, 30 (2000).
vice practice.\textsuperscript{103} In addition, as law schools try to adapt their curricula to meet the challenges of the contemporary profession, they see clinics as a valuable way to link analytic approaches with practical applications.\textsuperscript{104}

Yet as is clear from an ongoing controversy over law school accreditation standards, the institutional status of clinicians remains a significant issue.\textsuperscript{105} Many lack the security and status that come with tenure.\textsuperscript{106} The Center for the Study of Applied Legal Education survey reported that nearly two-thirds of respondent clinicians had contractual appointments, or served as adjuncts, staff attorneys, or fellows; just over 10\% were on a clinical tenure track, while just under a quarter were on an academic tenure track.\textsuperscript{107} For those in charge of in-house, live-client clinics, the proportion of non-tenure track (clinical or academic) appointments is even larger.\textsuperscript{108} One reason for the status disparity is financial. Clinical education requires intensive supervision, which is correspondingly expensive. Cost constraints often drive schools to avoid dedicating more expensive ladder-track lines for clinicians, choosing instead to reserve them for those whose scholarly reputations may bring national attention (and enhance law school rankings).\textsuperscript{109} And law schools are often reluctant to guarantee adequate resources for skills-based instruction. As federal funding has eroded over the past decade, clinical programs have scrambled to supplement institutional funding with periodic grants from foundations, corporations, and individual donors.\textsuperscript{110} However, clinicians report deep frustration with financial constraints, citing the lack of hard money, insufficient staffing and office
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space, and lack of administrative and secretarial support as major challenges.111

Litigation efforts within clinics play out against these status and financial disparities, which vary across institutional context. At some law schools, clinical programs have resources that rival their non-academic public interest counterparts and clinical faculty receive equal—or near-equal—treatment to non-clinical faculty.112 With resources and security, clinicians may be willing to take on larger and more controversial cases without fearing negative repercussions; clinicians with less support and stability may be less able to assume such risks. As an example, faculty at law schools with relatively well-funded and institutionally integrated clinical programs have worked on prominent cases representing Guantánamo detainees, challenging the legality of New York’s workers’ compensation system, and supporting undocumented immigrant workers’ struggle for better employment conditions.

Yet even within well-supported programs, the mission and structure of clinical education impose significant challenges to social impact litigation. Clinicians need to select cases based on pedagogical value and to accommodate students’ schedules, time commitments, and level of experience.113 The need for discrete assignments that can be parcelled out during the course of a semester works against taking on intensive litigation with heavy resource demands and unpredictable timing. Many clinical faculty, particularly those on a tenure track, are expected to publish scholarly articles, which creates incentives to curtail or delegate client supervision in order to protect research time. Controversial litigation can also pose problems for schools, which can be threatened with the loss of state funding or the withdrawal of private donors who disagree with a clinic’s political goals. Over the last decade, several prominent clinics have become embroiled in controversies that sapped resources and imposed restrictions on student representation.114 Finally, many institutions are under increasing pressure to offer skills instruction more responsive to the demands of private practice, in
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areas like business transactions, intellectual property, and securities law. Investment in these fields often diverts resources from social justice causes.

As this overview suggests, the major sites of public interest litigation each confront distinctive opportunities and limitations. For those seeking social impact through law, the challenge is to think more strategically about the comparative capacities of particular forums. To that end, the literature on strategic philanthropy offers some relevant insights.

II. STRATEGIC PHILANTHROPY

A. The Strategic Giving Framework

1. The Rationale for Strategic Frameworks

An increasing proportion of public interest legal work is financed through philanthropic contributions, either pro bono time and money donated by private lawyers, or grants from foundations and corporate sponsors. In Rhode’s recent study of the nation’s leading public interest legal organizations, foundations typically accounted for about one-third of their budgets, individual donations for just over a quarter, and corporate contributions for about 14%.115 About four-fifths of these organizations also reported substantial collaboration with pro bono counsel, particularly for major litigation.116 In addition, many lawyers also contribute time and money directly to social impact work. Taken together, these contributions are quite substantial. The nation’s 200 largest firms alone report time valued at $1.45 billion annually.117 Yet participants in public interest legal activities are often strikingly unstrategic in their giving. Many operate with a “spray and pray” approach, which spreads assistance on multiple projects with the hope that something good will come of it.118 Something usually does, but the result is not necessarily the most cost-effective use of resources.

Paul Brest, former Stanford law professor, and now President of the Hewlett Foundation, likes to remind organizations that “[i]f you don’t know where you’re going, any road will get you there.”119 Lawyers’ deci-
sion-making often lacks that sense of direction. Many have not thought deeply about their objectives or attempted to assess the social impact of their contributions. When the amounts of assistance are small, such an ad hoc approach is not particularly problematic; attempts at systematic assessment would not be worth the effort. But many individuals and institutions that make major contributions are motivated at least in part by a desire to give back to the community, to build a more just society, and to make a difference on issues that have affected them personally. The objectives of these donors would benefit from a more systematic framework. Esther Lardent, President of the Pro Bono Institute, notes that too much of lawyers' charitable assistance is random and episodic. What is needed are approaches that are strategic: informed, sustained, collaborative, and accountable. Those approaches could benefit from the growing literature on strategic philanthropy.

2. The Strategic Process

What exactly qualifies as strategic philanthropy and how much it differs from major foundations' longstanding practices is a matter of dispute.
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Most experts agree, however, on two distinguishing features of strategic giving: clarity in objectives and specific measures of performance. Unlike “mission driven” charity, which furthers a broadly stated organizational purpose (such as reducing poverty), strategic philanthropy demands a well-supported plan for achieving measurable goals. That plan needs to include means of tracking progress toward its goals and comparing the costs, benefits, and risks of any particular approach against other methods of achieving the same ends.

Two strands of strategic philanthropy have particular relevance for public interest law. One involves the trend among large corporations to target charitable contributions in ways that serve business as well as societal interests. In its most effective form, such strategic giving both draws on the organization’s distinctive resources and appeals to its particular stakeholders. For example, information technology companies contribute equipment to non-profits, and subsidize distance-learning programs for IT workers around the globe. The closest analogy in the legal profession involves “signature” pro bono initiatives, which build on law firms’ substantive specialties and align philanthropic goals with training, recruitment, and retention objectives.
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A second form of strategic giving involves venture philanthropy. This approach, modeled after venture capitalism, helps high-potential non-profit organizations scale up to a point where they can sustain major social impact work.\textsuperscript{129} This entails sufficient engagement and management assistance to promote organizational growth, capacity, and continued financial viability.\textsuperscript{130} The closest analogy for the legal profession involves long-term pro bono collaborations between law firms and public interest groups, which can include significant financial support and assistance as general counsel, along with participation in particular legal projects.\textsuperscript{131} Unlike venture philanthropists, however, who often look for an exit strategy after the initial investment, firms generally cultivate an ongoing relationship.

What unites these different forms of strategic philanthropy is a well-designed process for developing and evaluating a plan of action. To achieve social impact, a strategic plan needs a theory of how to achieve the desired result, an approach that is within the capacity of the project, and criteria for measuring progress.\textsuperscript{132} Ideally, as Brest notes, the theory should be “empirically validated.”\textsuperscript{133} At the very least, it should be informed by the best available research on what works in the field, or confidence that the organization being supported has that base of knowledge. For many social problems, the most effective strategy is to address its root causes, rather than just alleviate its symptoms.\textsuperscript{134}

Experts describe several stages of the strategic process. The first is “scoping,” in which the philanthropist reviews factors such as research and expert opinions on the nature of the problem; the views of those who would benefit from assistance; the relative costs, benefits, and risks of potential solutions; the experiences of other groups that have worked on the issue; and any unique capabilities of the philanthropist.\textsuperscript{135} In effect, the key question is where and how the donor can have the greatest effect on the dynamics that perpetuate the problem.\textsuperscript{136} A second stage involves developing a
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specific strategy, identifying potential collaborators, and establishing criteria for measuring outcomes and long-term impact.137 Once a philanthropist has made a commitment, the third stage of the process involves evaluating progress, and modifying the strategy in light of experience.

The most difficult and divisive aspect of this framework concerns the choice of “measurable outcomes” to use for assessment. Some strategic philanthropy, again borrowing from business models, attempts to quantify the social return on investment (“SROI”). In essence, the process estimates the social impact of an organization’s project, adjusted by the likelihood of achieving it, in relation to the amount invested.138 In 1996, the Roberts Enterprise Development Fund pioneered the concept as a way to attach monetary value to “social purposes enterprises” that attempted to move disadvantaged employees out of poverty.139 By calculating the savings from social services when workers became self-sufficient, along with tax revenues generated by the businesses, the framework found a highly positive return from the original project investment. Building on that framework, a cottage industry has developed to quantify the social benefits of non-profit initiatives.140

3. The Challenges for Strategic Philanthropy

In principle, the virtues of strategic philanthropy are self-evident. Everyone benefits when money is well spent, not just well intentioned. Demanding measurable social impact is particularly important in contexts where other forms of accountability are lacking, as is typically the case in

137. BILL & MELINDA GATES FOUND., supra note 135, at 7-9; see also Porter & Kramer, supra note 124, at 129-30 (describing the need for foundations to engage in systematic research, learn from prior efforts, and identify its unique capacities); V. Kasturi Rangan, Lofty Missions, Down–to–Earth Plans, HARV. BUS. REV., Mar. 2004, at 1 (describing necessity and examples of development of specific strategies); Rebecca W. Rimel, Strategic Philanthropy: Pew’s Approach to Matching Needs with Resources, HEALTH AFF., May–June 1999, at 229-30 (describing strategic process of Pew Charitable Trusts).


public interest litigation

philanthropic contexts, including lawyers’ pro bono programs. 141 In practice, however, even experts sympathetic to this strategic framework question whether its rhetoric has outpaced its capacity. 142

A threshold difficulty involves identifying a theory of change for the major social problems that philanthropists, particularly in law, are interested in addressing. These remain problems precisely because they defy simple solutions, and the causal dynamics of change are difficult to unpack with any certainty. Determining how much particular strategies have helped reduce homelessness, homophobia, or similar social pathologies are matters on which even the most well informed experts disagree. 143 Plausible theories frequently prove flawed in practice. 144 Or it may be impossible to tell. A program that does not succeed in some ambitious effort may still have prevented a worse result. 145

So too, what constitutes “success” may be open to dispute. Many social initiatives have mixed results, and what one expert labels “philanthropy’s biggest mistakes” may look to others like partial victories. 146 School desegregation litigation is a case in point. It often leads both to white flight and financial starvation for inner city schools, but also to greater racial tolerance and community engagement on local educational policy. 147 Much may turn on the time frame for evaluation. For example, leading gay and lesbian rights organizations generally opposed the first wave of same-sex marriage lawsuits. 148 Their concern was backlash, and their fears were not without foundation. Court victories in several states were reversed by vot-
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ers and prompted statutes denying recognition to same-sex marriages. The legislation also required an increasing number of states to permit gay and lesbian couples to marry or to enter domestic partnerships with comparable benefits. Public support for those options has also grown dramatically. It is impossible to know whether a different strategy would have been more effective in extending gay rights. Moreover, as that example illustrates, even the best laid strategies of major public interest organizations and their funders can be undermined by the actions of individual plaintiffs and politicians who force the issue into judicial or legislative forums before the necessary foundations are in place.

A second difficulty for strategic philanthropists is that not all outcomes can be accurately measured. That is particularly the case in many public interest legal contexts. How do we price due process? Dennis Collins, former director of the Irvine Foundation, worries that strategic philanthropy encourages a “pseudo science” of “metrics and matrices” that cannot capture intangible values. Bruce Sievers, former head of the Haas Family Foundation, similarly warns against what Alfred North Whitehead termed the “fallacy of misplaced concreteness.” Even the strongest advocates of SROI frameworks acknowledge their inability to quantify all relevant outcomes. In many contexts, philanthropists cannot help but suffer “measurement angst;” they lack the research or methodology on which to make informed assessments of social impact.
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Moreover, as experts like Peter Karoff of the Philanthropic Initiative have noted, insistence on objective performance measures can discourage funders and their grantees from taking on the “tough issues where success is hard to measure.” Philanthropists who demand measurable indicators of impact may be reluctant to “swing for the fences” on “complicated, messy, seemingly insoluble problems” where charitable funds and creativity are most needed.

A further concern is that if philanthropists insist on combining business and societal objectives, they risk having bottom-line concerns distort giving priorities. A common criticism of corporate philanthropy is that too much money goes to publicizing good works rather than to the works themselves. Similar problems arise when law firms select pro bono projects more for their training and public relations potential than for their social impact. A related difficulty involves “signature projects” designed to brand the donor with a charitable cause. These projects might be more effective if pursued in collaboration, but organizations intent on enhancing their reputation may not want partners who would share in the reflected glory. At its worst, this mindset reflects a form of philantropic hubris, in which donors delude themselves into believing their contributions alone are making a major dent on complex social problems.

A final concern arises when philanthropists want hands-on engagement with their grantees but lack the expertise to make that relationship mutually beneficial. Some nonprofits report that the process of working closely with donors is draining and unproductive. Yet if, as is often the case,
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funders do not seek bottom-up feedback from their grantees, those organizations will be wary about volunteering it. The result is to prevent candid dialogue that could make their collaborations more effective.

4. Responding to the Challenges

These are all real concerns. But what is the alternative? Social impact is often hard to predict and measure, but abandoning the effort would be no improvement. All too often, leaders of philanthropic and non-profit organizations fall back on the claim that they just “don’t have the resources for in-depth evaluation.” But organizations have choices regarding where to spend the resources they do have and the failure to spend some of them on assessment compromises the value of funds invested in programs.

A case history on point involves the Nature Conservancy. Its mission is to preserve the diversity of plants and animals by protecting the habitats of endangered species. For most of its history, the organization measured success by the amount of money it raised and the habitats it preserved. By this “bucks and acres” metric, the Conservancy appeared to be highly successful. Its membership, contributions, and protected land all grew steadily; by the turn of the twenty-first century, it had projects in twenty-eight countries, and had preserved some twelve million acres in the United States alone. Yet the diversity of species continued to decline, even within protected areas. In-depth assessments revealed that survival rates depended on ecosystem preservation in bordering areas. To be effective, the Conservancy came to realize that it would need more multifaceted efforts focusing on issues such as economic development, pollution, and soil erosion. That broader strategy was a tough sell to some donors, who were wedded to the aesthetic value of wilderness preservation. But a different approach was essential to achieving the organization’s biodiversity objectives.

Of course, in some contexts, objective measures of progress will be much harder to come by. It is, however, generally possible to identify some indicators or proxies. In legal contexts, these might include the number and satisfaction of individuals affected, the assessment of experts, and the impact on laws, policies, community empowerment, and social ser-
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vices. For complex problems, it often makes sense to pool resources and expertise through strategic alliances with other funders and nonprofit organizations.\textsuperscript{168} Another option is spread betting—distributing support over a wide range of approaches and organizations, and then periodically revising priorities in light of which investments prove most productive.\textsuperscript{169}

The effectiveness of all of these strategies is likely to increase if organizations become more demanding in their evaluations and more willing to share information about what works and what does not. To be sure, those who invest significant amounts of time and money in impact litigation want to feel good about their efforts, and are understandably reluctant to spend additional resources to identify possible flaws in their efforts. That reluctance is particularly easy to rationalize in legal contexts, where organizations can generally point to at least some positive outcomes. Legal representation is, after all, itself a value. And what leader of a public interest organization or pro bono program wants to rain on the parade when it might jeopardize support for their work? But sometimes at least a light drizzle is essential to further progress. In addition, philanthropists need forums in which they can candidly share their experiences and prod each other to do better.

B. Lessons for Lawyers

For lawyers who seek social impact, strategic philanthropy holds several lessons. The first is the importance of clear goals and specific measures of progress. In essence, decision makers need to determine how they can use resources most effectively, given their distinctive concerns and capabilities. At a minimum, a strategic approach needs processes for:

- identifying objectives and establishing priorities among them;
- selecting projects that will best advance those objectives; and
- overseeing performance and evaluating how well objectives are being met.

The more substantial the investment, the more informed, inclusive, and transparent those processes should be. To develop the expertise and sustain the resource commitment necessary for major impact, organizations need to limit their substantive fields and focus on manageable goals.\textsuperscript{170}
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A second lesson from strategic philanthropy is the importance of developing appropriate measures of long-term impact. An example comes from Gary Blasi’s experience with a Los Angeles slumlord. In successive lawsuits against that building owner, a neighborhood legal aid office declared victory; it prevented evictions, obtained significant monetary judgments, and used the litigation to organize a tenants union. None of these cases, however, were able to force structural changes in the building that would have prevented future code violations and increased the supply of habitable housing. In retrospect, Blasi questions whether a different strategy might have been a better use of limited resources. But that question would never even have surfaced if, as is often the case, the organization tracked only short-term outcomes, not long-term results.

A third insight from strategic philanthropy involves the value of collaboration. Given the scale of problems they are typically addressing, public interest legal initiatives are up against what experts label “unsuitable odds.” In these contexts, significant change generally depends on extensive consultation and strategic alliances. Even organizations that are looking for a distinctive niche will benefit from working with other players and stakeholders to identify the best opportunity. All of these groups will also profit from developing common metrics of evaluation and benchmarking results against those of comparable programs.

A final lesson concerns accountability. Given their relative insularity from market discipline and government regulation, public interest organizations and pro bono programs need structures for ensuring adequate feedback. In the long run, neither those who give nor those who receive legal and financial assistance are well-served by the common “don’t ask, don’t tell” approach concerning well-intentioned but ill-conceived efforts. In commenting on the Los Angeles slumlord case, Blasi noted that too often, legal aid and public interest lawyers go “for years feeling effective without ever actually examining the empirical facts to validate that feeling.” Organizations that want to maximize their social impact need pressure to assess their long-term impact and safe spaces to share their difficulties.
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1. Pro Bono Contributions

Lawyers’ pro bono contributions have played a central and increasing role in public interest litigation. As noted earlier, part of the increase is due to the rising support by legal employers, the legal media, and the organized bar.175 Another factor is the growing scale and complexity of social impact initiatives, and the inability of nonprofit organizations to keep pace without outside help. About half of leading public interest organizations rely extensively on pro bono collaboration, and another third report moderate collaboration.176 Almost all of these organizations involve private lawyers in impact litigation, and partner with them in about half of their major cases.177

a. TheExtent of Pro Bono Work

How much unpaid effort lawyers devote to public interest cases is impossible to assess with any precision. Only seven states require reporting of pro bono work, and neither they, nor other published surveys provide much detail on the nature of contributions. The best available data come from a 2008 ABA study, which found that almost three-quarters of lawyers provided some pro bono assistance to persons of limited means or organizations serving them, for an average amount of forty-one hours per year.178 About two-thirds of lawyers reported serving individuals rather than organizations, and only 7% of that aid went to pursuit of civil rights or liberties or other public rights.179 Service to organizations included a wide range of groups, not just those targeted to public interest causes or individuals of limited means, and service encompassed a range of activities besides litigation assistance.180

Although the portion of pro bono work that goes towards social impact work remains unclear, there is little dispute that more and better focused assistance is needed. Only a quarter of the lawyers in the ABA’s study met
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its aspirational norm of fifty hours of assistance to persons of limited means or to organizations that serve them.\(^\text{181}\) The percentage of lawyers providing any such assistance was disturbingly low in some sectors of the profession, such as corporate counsel (43%) and government (30%).\(^\text{182}\) In the American Lawyer’s latest survey of the nation’s 200 most profitable firms, only 40% of lawyers had contributed at least twenty hours a year.\(^\text{183}\) A significant amount of what lawyers define as pro bono work includes bar activities, public education, and favors for friends, family, or coworkers.\(^\text{184}\) However valuable, relatively little of this work is likely to qualify as strategic philanthropy; it is seldom part of a focused initiative to achieve social impact.

\textit{b. The Rationale for Greater Pro Bono Involvement}

The failure of more attorneys to become involved in significant public interest initiatives represents a missed opportunity for both the profession and the public. Bar surveys find that lawyers’ greatest source of dissatisfaction in practice is their lack of contribution to the social good.\(^\text{185}\) For many attorneys, participation in impact work is a way to restore that connection, to feel that they are “making a difference,” and to express the values that sent them to law school in the first instance.\(^\text{186}\) Assistance to racial, ethnic or other disadvantaged groups can also be an important form of “giving back” and affirming identity.\(^\text{187}\) There are also practical payoffs. Public interest litigation can bring recognition, contacts, trial experience,
and skill development that will ultimately yield career advantages. Legal employers also stand to benefit in ways that vary somewhat across the practice settings described below.

For society generally, lawyers’ involvement in impact litigation has played a central role in advancing public values. Pro bono assistance has helped protect fundamental rights, establish crucial principles, save individual lives, and safeguard the environment. Finding more ways to attract private lawyers to this work and ensure the most cost-effective use of their assistance should be professional priorities.

c. Large Law Firms: Opportunities for Influence

The pro bono contributions of large law firms have increased substantially in both quantity and quality over the last decade. The average contributions of the top 100 law firms have more than doubled since the turn of the twenty-first century. Among 135 large firms tracked by the Pro Bono Institute, contributions have increased 170% since 1995. Large firms have also become more strategic in managing their aid. About half of the nation’s 200 most profitable firms have at least one full time pro bono lawyer or coordinator, up from about a dozen in 2000. These individuals bring a more professional focus to public service initiatives, and can channel efforts in ways that maximize social impact.

Underlying these trends is a growing recognition that effective pro bono programs serve institutional as well as societal interests. Particularly for junior attorneys, public interest litigation can offer training, trial experience, intellectual challenge, and responsibility far beyond what is available in their other work. As corporate clients become increasingly unwilling to subsidize professional development opportunities for young associates, and firms become too highly leveraged to provide such opportunities to all
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who need them, pro bono representation fills an important gap. Firm leaders consistently cite these professional benefits, along with recruitment and retention, as primary justifications for their public service initiatives. Such work can also enhance the firms’ reputation and visibility in the community, and improve their rankings in the American Lawyer, which rates the pro bono programs of the 200 most profitable firms based on the number of hours per lawyer and the percentage of lawyers who contribute more than twenty hours. A firm’s pro bono rating also accounts for a third of its score in the competition for membership on the American Lawyer’s coveted “A-List” of the nation’s top twenty firms. So too, a student-run organization, Building a Better Legal Profession, also has begun to rank law firms on their pro bono performance.

As firms’ public service reputation becomes more visible, it also becomes more important to clients and potential recruits. Despite recent slowdowns in hiring, there remains a “war for talent,” and “many if not most of the lawyers these firms want to hire” expect public interest opportunities. Moreover, in the current economic downturn, such opportunities have also become increasingly important as way stations for underemployed or furloughed attorneys. This, of course, makes pro bono programs easier to sell as a purely financial proposition. As one lawyer in an American Foundation study put it: “[l]aw firms do not support pro bono unless there is a business reason to do so. The bottom line on this question is the bottom line.” From this perspective, pro bono looks like a sound investment in law firm image and market position. Another lawyer expressed the common view with uncommon candor: “We’re not running a charity here. This is good business and essential business for large firms.”
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Yet one unsettling byproduct of the “business case” for public service is that, as with corporate giving, the public can sometimes fall by the wayside. Problems arise along two main dimensions: lack of clarity in priorities, and insufficient oversight and accountability concerning performance.

A threshold difficulty involves the multiple objectives of pro bono programs, which sometimes tug in different directions. Relatively small cases offering the greatest responsibility and experience for junior associates do not generally provide the greatest visibility for the firm or social impact for the community. And policies that maximize choice and satisfaction for individual attorneys may not serve other institutional priorities. Well-publicized difficulties have surfaced when pro bono attorneys have challenged policies on positional conflicts, or have wanted to litigate controversial cases in areas such as affirmative action, abortion, and gay/lesbian rights.201

When asked about case selection, firm leaders often fall back on platitudes: as one put it, “I’d like to think [our choice of work] reflects values.”202 But which values? There is obviously value in providing representation for unpopular positions and allowing lawyers to choose where to put their charitable efforts. There is also value in having firms focus resources in ways that are widely supported by their members and their communities, and that seek to maximize social impact. Under the latter approach, lawyers can always pursue different commitments on their own time.

There is, of course, no single appropriate resolution of these questions, but there are better and worse processes for deciding them. An important lesson from strategic philanthropy is that firm leadership needs to be clear about objectives, inclusive in the way it sets priorities, and well-informed about what work might best advance them. In effectively managed programs, multiple goals need not be mutually exclusive. Firms can offer a range of opportunities that accommodate different concerns. Programs that are strategic will also seek projects that are cost-effective, that build on distinctive capabilities, fill urgent needs, and hold capacity for systemic changes. The ABA’s Standards for Pro Bono Programs underscore the importance of assessing community needs and many firms have become increasingly proactive in doing so.203 So, for example, after surveying local
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service providers, one Philadelphia firm decided to assist veterans and the elderly; a Los Angeles firm focused on abused and neglected children; and a San Francisco Bay area firm concentrated on guardianship proceedings.204 Such approaches can be especially cost-effective because the firm’s investment in training and contacts pays off in multiple cases.

Maximizing social impact, however, is more challenging and often requires collaboration with other groups that have relevant expertise and resources. A model of such joint efforts is a coalition among the Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office, the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, the Los Angeles Community Action Network, and several Los Angeles firms to address housing issues in the city’s Skid Row. Each member of the coalition brings distinctive strengths: law firms offer resources and litigation expertise; nonprofit organizations have knowledge of substantive law and community needs; and city prosecutors have special investigative capacities and the leverage of criminal and civil penalties.205 Yet all too often, the complexities and compromises necessary in collaboration, together with the desire for some distinctive signature program, prevent the partnerships that might maximize social impact.

A second challenge for pro bono programs is oversight. Here again, ABA Standards for Pro Bono Programs, as well as frameworks developed for strategic philanthropy, provide appropriate criteria for assessing effectiveness. Firms need systematic information about the quality of services, the outcomes achieved, the satisfaction of clients and pro bono partners, and the long-term impact of assistance. Such oversight is too often noticeable for its absence.206 One result is that almost half of recently surveyed public interest organizations, reported extensive or moderate problems in the quality of pro bono assistance they received.207 Some volunteers lack the relevant skill sets or supervision.208 Others lack the time. As public interest leaders noted, practitioners may “want to do pro bono work in theory but in practice, don’t [always] want to make the commitment.”209 Some firms look for “training and opportunities for bored associates but don’t want to give them the time . . . when other paid work comes up.”210
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At the root of the problem is accountability. As in other philanthropic contexts where the need for help vastly exceeds the supply, those who contribute assistance often face inadequate pressure to worry about recipients’ satisfaction or other measures of cost-effectiveness.\textsuperscript{211} The problem is exacerbated by media ranking structures that focus only on the quantity, and not quality, of pro bono service. Indeed, as some program coordinators note, current frameworks penalize efficiency; a supervising partner who prevents pointless time-consuming work makes the firm’s hourly “statistics in the \textit{American Lawyer} look worse.”\textsuperscript{212}

This is not to suggest that checks on quality are entirely missing. Well-established public interest organizations, which generally control access to the most interesting high-visibility cases, can afford to be selective in their choice of outside counsel. Many receive more requests for pro bono work than they can accommodate, and choose firms that have demonstrated a commitment to effective representation.\textsuperscript{213} So too, most lawyers have internalized an ethic of client service and care about their reputation among colleagues and the local community. But even the best intentioned attorneys may operate with unduly flattering self-evaluations when more disinterested forms of oversight are absent.

The same is true of social impact. One firm leader described a common state with uncommon candor: “we cannot opine as to which of our pro bono projects most effectively contributes to the community.”\textsuperscript{214} And why should they? Who wants to spoil the “helper’s high” that comes from volunteer work, or the favorable write ups in firm publications and press releases with annoying qualifications concerning long-term impact?\textsuperscript{215}

Yet the same societal concerns that prompt law firms to take on significant public interest work should also prompt efforts to assess its effectiveness. In the absence of formal structures of accountability, firms need to create their own. The Association for Pro Bono Counsel can push in that direction. Just as the Center for Effective Philanthropy has encouraged...
foundations to pay attention to evaluations from its grantees, the Association could pressure law firms to seek assessments from clients and community partners.216 Media ranking structures could also include information about oversight structures, and more forums could be available for pro bono coordinators to share insights from failures as well as successes. A useful model is the Hewlett Foundation’s annual practice of having program officers identify their worst mistake and what they learned from it.217 Only through more systematic evaluation processes can law firms take full advantage of their charitable capacities.

2. Public Interest Organizations

Most of the key lessons from research on social change and strategic philanthropy are reflected in the evolution of public interest legal organizations. Over the past three decades, these groups have grown dramatically in size and scope, largely in response to a corresponding growth in the scale and complexity of problems they are addressing.218 Groups that started with a few idealists and several well timed lawsuits have become multi-million dollar organizations with multifaceted agendas. As they have evolved, public interest groups have become increasingly strategic in their approaches and mindful of the capacities and constraints of litigation.

a. The Strategic Value of Litigation

As Part I noted, a long-standing criticism of public interest legal organizations is that they have relied too heavily on lawsuits at the expense of broader social and political strategies.219 Many leading organizations began with a litigation focus that quickly proved inadequate to the task. Environmental law is a case in point. In organizations like the Sierra Club, the legal staff’s initial philosophy was “Just say no. Shut it down, clean it up.”220 So too, the Natural Resources Defense Council first defined its
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mission as “identify polluters and make them stop.”221 And for Earth Justice, litigation victories were seen as “ends in themselves.”222

Yet as soon became apparent, judicial decrees without a political base are vulnerable to chronic non-compliance, public backlash, statutory reversal, or judicial retrenchment.223 In many contexts, courts lack the necessary expertise, legitimacy, and enforcement resources to secure lasting change.224 And in other contexts involving fundamental rights, public interest organizations lack the resources to represent more than a small fraction of deserving claims. “Bailing with a thimble” is how many leaders define the challenge.225

Further limitations of litigation arise from opportunity constraints underscored by social movement theory, particularly the growing conservatism of the federal courts and the difficulties of obtaining major victories in judicial forums. Over the past two decades, doctrine has “gone south” on many issues central to public interest work such as standing, mootness, civil rights, attorneys’ fees, civil liberties, welfare, prison reform, consumer protection and capital defense.226 At the same time, clear villains and victims are harder to come by. Defendants are more sophisticated and discrimination is more subtle. Litigation has become more fact-sensitive, the facts are less clear cut, and judicial solutions are more elusive and expensive. Richard Rothschild of the Western Center on Law and Poverty puts it bluntly: “There are fewer easy cases.”227

Leaders of contemporary public interest organizations generally acknowledge these limitations. It is, they recognize, impossible to “create policy,” “change attitudes,” or “build a movement” solely through litiga-
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tion.228 Rather, as Ralph Nader once summed it up: “You have to deal with the adversary on all the fronts on which your adversary deals with you.”229

Yet courts also remain a necessary, if by no means a sufficient, forum for public interest work. As social movement theory suggests, and experience confirms, other more political approaches often require a level of financial and popular support that many groups find difficult to marshal.230 Courts may not always be the most effective dispute resolution forums, but they are often the most accessible; they are open as of right and can force more economically or politically powerful parties to the bargaining table.231 As the preceding research on social movements makes clear, litigation can build public awareness, help frame problems as injustices, and reinforce a sense of collective identity, all of which can build a political base for reform.232

b. Strategic Focus, Collaboration, and Evaluation

In describing their most effective approaches, public interest leaders echo other themes from social movement theory and strategic philanthropy concerning the importance of collaboration and communication.233 Some groups’ greatest successes come from partnering with community organizations and helping them become more effective advocates. “Victory” in this context is often legal representation that leaves a client organization “stronger, and in a position to monitor and enforce a favorable decision.”234
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Public interest organizations, like strategic philanthropists, are sometimes instrumental in founding these groups or training their members. Other coalitions involve the kind of partnerships among non-profits and corporations that research on philanthropy and social movements has advocated. Public interest organizations are also devoting more attention to public education and are becoming more skilled in providing it. Putting a “human face on social problems” and showcasing “real life stories” of injustice are critical. Many organizations are also increasingly effective in using internet technologies and blogs to mobilize support.

Yet while public interest organizations have clearly grown more strategic in their focus, many lack the formal and inclusive processes of decision-making and evaluation that research on strategic philanthropy recommends. For example, in establishing priorities, only about a quarter of leading public interest organization make significant efforts to include stakeholders such as clients or community groups. Although the criteria that organizations use to select cases are typically consistent with a strategic framework, few organizations operate with explicitly articulated theories of change or specific measures of performance. Rather, most rely on staff assessments of what needs are most urgent, where there are gaps in coverage, where they can bring value added, and where they see the greatest likelihood of success. Some leaders express skepticism or frustration concerning funders’ insistence on more “measurable outcomes.” Yet none of those surveyed have much experience with systematic assessment frameworks or principled objections to their use.

c. Challenges and Constraints

The central challenge for contemporary public interest organizations, as their leaders generally perceive it, involves not formulating strategies, but developing the funding and policy leverage to implement them. Virtually all organizations report major difficulties in meeting their financial needs.
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Some confront equally daunting obstacles in mobilizing the other sources of influence that social movement theory identifies as critical.

The challenges vary across substantive areas. Environmental organizations have what seems to be the most favorable opportunity structure in terms of public support and access to funding. But they also confront problems of massive global dimensions and opponents with substantial resources and political leverage. Civil rights and women’s rights groups bump up against cultural complacency—the perception that “we’ve solved that.” Children may seem more sympathetic than other groups but they have neither the votes nor money necessary for political leverage. Technology organizations have difficulty framing issues in ways that are compelling to the public; they lack pictures of “belching smokestacks or kids with AIDS,” and “peoples’ eyes glaze over” when the discussion turns technical, even if serious privacy and free speech concerns are involved. Still greater challenges arise with groups that Americans find easy to demonize, such as prisoners, death-row defendants, and undocumented immigrants.

Further difficulties arise from the growing competition for resources and recognition. As more public interest organizations enter the arena, they face increasing pressure to distinguish themselves from other groups. The result, as leaders often acknowledge, is that too much work occurs in isolation, and too many coalitions are sabotaged by infighting over credit. Problems are compounded by lawyers’ lack of training in running nonprofit organizations. The skills required for effective lawyering are not the same as those required for effective management and marketing. “Why didn’t I go to business school?,” was one director’s question.

Most of these challenges are by no means insurmountable. Law schools, continuing education programs, bar organizations, and non-profit groups could all do more to equip public interest leaders with managerial and strategic evaluation skills. Funders could provide more support for assessments and coalition work. More forums could be made available for can-
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did dialogue about lessons learned from unsuccessful strategies or inadequate assessment.

Greater effort could also center on expanding resources, and on building collaborative funding initiatives. One notable failure of current organizational structures is their inability to realize the full potential of pro bono support. Although virtually all of the leading public interest organizations report that they are understaffed and overextended, only about a quarter believe that they could benefit from increased volunteers. Part of the reason involves the quality concerns discussed below. But much of the problem lies in inadequate resources to identify projects, and provide supervision and backup services. Private lawyers, bar associations, and public interest organizations all need to work together to strengthen the financial foundations for public service.

CONCLUSION

In The Last Lecture, Randy Pautsch noted that “[e]xperience is what you get when you didn’t get what you wanted.” If public interest litigation has not always delivered all that we desire, it has surely provided no lack of experience. Our challenge now is to integrate these lessons from practice with insights from allied disciplines. Taken together, they remind us of the need to coordinate litigation with broader mobilizing efforts, to think strategically about effectiveness, and to create adequate systems of evaluation and accountability. These are no small tasks, and we are grateful for occasions like this symposium to reflect more deeply about the capacities and constraints of law in pursuit of social justice.

249. Id. at 2072.